
25 -channel cordless phones from Sprint.
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=Voice -scrambling security
Sprint SP -503. Convenience and security in a com-
pact design. Voice Scramble feature prevents others
from hearing your calls-keeps your conversations
private. Quick charge the battery in only 4 hours.
3 hours talk time, extra -long 25 days standby time.
Store up to 10 numbers in memory. A timed pause
can be programmed into numbers stored in memory.
Automatic or manual channel selector. Adjustable vol-
ume control. Handset can lie down or stand up in cra-
dle. Handset locator. Hold, mute, flash and redial
buttons. (TSP) 43-5503 79.99

Reliability, Security...
. . . convenience, clear sound, affordability-the things everyone looks for in

a cordless can be found in Sprint's line at RadioShack. And, a variety of special

features are available for an extra measure of value. There's a Sprint phone

here for you.

12221Base and remote cradles
Sprint SP -504. The convenient remote charging cra-
dle lets you recharge the handset anywhere-no
phone jack is needed. Voice scrambling keeps your
phone calls private and secure. The Quick Charge bat-
tery can charge fully in only 4 hours. 3 lours talk time
and 25 days standby time: 10 -number memory and
programmable pause. Choose automatic or manual
channel selection. Base can sit on desk or be mounted
on wall. Adjustable volume control. Handset locator.
Also features hold, mute, flash and redial buttons.
(TSP) 43-5504 99.99

Sprint

X25 -channel cordless with
10 -number memory
Sprint SP -502. Battery fully recharges in as little as
4 hours to give you 3 hours talk time and 25 days
standby time. The handset can either lie down or
stand up in the cradle so phone can be placed on a
desk or mounted on a wall. Program up to 10 num-
bers in memory, including a pause if necessary for
long-distance access numbers. Choose automatic or
manual channel selection for the best reception.
"Clarity Plus" delivers exceptionally clear sound. If
iou ever misplace the phone's handset, you can find

quickly and easily with the handset locator feature.
lolume control lets you adjust the sound level. Hold,
mute, flash and redial buttons. Low battery indicator
lets you know if your battery is weak before it runs
out in the middle of a conversation. (TSP)
43-5502 69.99

1273 Extra charging cradles
A handy accessory for your cordless phone! These
convenient remote charging cradles let you recharge
the handset anywhere-no phone jack is required.
Recharge your phone without placing it back in the
original base every time-just slip the handset into
one of these cradles, anywhere in your home. Fits
25 -channel Sprint cordless phones.
43-5931 (White) 19.99
43-5930 (Graphite) 19.99


